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Abstrat
For every linear binary ode C, we onstrut a geometri triangular onguration ∆
so that the weight enumerator of C is obtained by a simple formula from the weight
enumerator of the yle spae of ∆. The triangular onguration ∆ thus provides a
geometri representation of C whih arries its weight enumerator. This is the initial
step in the suggestion by M. Loebl, to extend the theory of Pfaan orientations
from graphs to general linear binary odes. Then we arry out also the seond step
by onstruting, for every triangular onguration ∆, a triangular onguration ∆′
and a bijetion between the yle spae of ∆ and the set of the perfet mathings of
∆′.
1 Introdution
A seminal result of Galluio and Loebl [1℄ asserts that the weight enumerator
of the ut spae C of a graph G may be written as a linear ombination of
4g(G) Pfaans, where g(G) is the minimal genus of a surfae in whih G an
be embedded. Reently, a topologial interpretation of this result was given
by Cimasoni and Reshetikhin [2℄.
Viewing the ut spae C as a binary linear ode, G may be onsidered as a
useful geometri representation of C whih provides an important struture
for the weight enumerator of C.
This motivated Martin Loebl to ask, about 10 years ago, the following ques-
tion: Whih binary odes are yle spaes of simpliial omplexes? In general,
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for the binary odes with a geometri representation, one may hope to obtain
a formula analogous to that of Galluio and Loebl [1℄.
This question remains open but in this paper we irumvent it by asking for
geometri representations whih arry over the weight enumerator only. We
note that this weakening is still suient for the extension of the theory of
Pfaan orientations.
We present a onstrution whih shows that a useful geometri representation
exists for all binary odes. The main result is as follows:
Theorem 1 For eah binary linear ode C of length n, one an onstrut a
triangular onguration ∆ and positive integer e linear in n, so that if the
weight enumerator of the yle spae of ∆ equals
m∑
i=0
aix
i
then the weight enumerator of C satises
WC(x
2) =
m∑
i=0
aix
i mod e. ✷
The seond main result of the paper is to onstrut, for every triangular on-
guration ∆, a triangular onguration ∆′ and a bijetion between the yle
spae of ∆ and the set of the perfet mathings of ∆′. This arries over the se-
ond step in the Loebl's suggestion to extend the theory of Pfaan orientations
to the general binary linear odes.
2 Preliminaries
We will start with denitions of the basi onepts. Let n be a positive integer.
A binary linear ode C of length n is a subspae of GF (2)n, and eah vetor
in C is alled a odeword.
The weight of odeword c is the number of nonzero oordinates, denoted by
w(c).
A binary linear ode C is even if all odewords have even weight.
We dene a partial order on C as follows: let c = (c1, . . . , cn), d = (d1, . . . , dn)
be odewords of C. Then c  d if ci = 1 implies di = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , n.
Codeword d is minimal if c  d implies c = d for all.
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The weight enumerator of the ode C is dened aording to the formula
WC(x) :=
∑
c∈C
xw(c).
An abstrat simpliial omplex on a nite set V is a hereditary family ∆ of
subsets of V .
Let X be an element of ∆. The dimension of X is |X|−1, denoted by dimX .
The dimension of ∆ is max {dimX|X ∈ ∆}, denoted by dim∆.
A simplex in R
n
is the onvex hull of an ane independent set V in Rd. The
dimension of the simplex is |V | − 1. The onvex hull of any nonempty subset
of V that dene a simplex is alled a fae of the simplex. A simpliial omplex
∆ is a set of simplies fullling the following onditions:
• Every fae of a simplex from ∆ belongs to ∆.
• The intersetion of every two simplies of ∆ is a fae of both.
We denote the subset of d-dimensional simplies of ∆ by ∆d.
Every simpliial omplex denes an abstrat simpliial omplex on the set of
verties V , namely the family of sets of verties of simplexes of ∆. We will
denote this abstrat simpliial omplex by A(∆).
The geometri realization of an abstrat simpliial omplex ∆ is a simpli-
ial omplex ∆′ suh that ∆ = A(∆′). It is well known that every nite d-
dimensional abstrat simpliial omplex an be realized as a simpliial omplex
in R
2d+1
. We will denote this geometri realization of an abstrat simpliial
omplex ∆ by G(∆).
This paper studies 2-dimensional simpliial omplexes where eah maximal
simplex is a triangle. We will all them triangular ongurations.
The number of triangles in an (abstrat) simpliial omplex ∆ will be denoted
by |∆|.
A subonguration of a triangular onguration∆ is a triangular onguration
∆′ suh that ∆′ ⊆ ∆.
A yle of a triangular onguration is a subonguration suh that every edge
is inident with an even number of triangles. A iruit is a minimal non-empty
yle under inlusion.
Let∆1,∆2 be subongurations of a triangular onguration∆. The dierene
of∆1 and∆2, denoted by ∆1−∆2, is dened to be the triangular onguration
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obtained from ∆01 ∪∆
1
1 ∪∆
2
1 \∆
2
2 by removing the edges and verties that are
not ontained in any triangle in ∆21 \∆
2
2.
The symmetri dierene of ∆1 and ∆2, denoted by ∆1△∆2, is dened to be
∆1 △∆2 := (∆1 ∪∆2)− (∆1 ∩∆2).
Let ∆1,∆2 be triangular ongurations. The union of ∆1,∆2 is dened to be
∆1 ∪∆2 := G(A(∆1) ∪A(∆1)).
Let ∆ be a d-dimensional simpliial omplex. We dene the inidene matrix
A = (Aij) as follows: the rows are indexed by (d− 1)-dimensional simplies
and the olumns by d-dimensional simplies. We set
aij :=


1 if (d− 1)-simplex i belongs to d-simplex j,
0 otherwise.
The yle spae C of ∆ is the kernel ker∆ of the inidene matrix of ∆ over
GF (2), and C = ker∆ is said to be represented by ∆.
For a subonguration C of∆, we let χ(C) = (χ(C)t1 , . . . , χ(C)t|∆|) ∈ {0, 1}|∆|
denote its inidene vetor, where χ(C)t := 1 if C ontains triangle t, and
χ(C)t := 0 otherwise.
It is well known that the kernel of ∆ is the set of inidene vetors of yles
of ∆.
Let C ⊆ {0, 1}n be a binary linear ode. Let S be a subset of {1, . . . , n}.
Punturing ode C along S means deleting the entries indexed by the elements
of S from eah odeword of C. The resulting ode is denoted by C/S.
3 Triangular representation of binary odes
First, we dene three useful triangular ongurations.
3.1 Triangular onguration Bn
The triangular onguration Bn onsists of n disjoint triangles as is depited
in Figure 1. We denote the triangles of Bn by Bn1 , . . . , B
n
n .
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Fig. 1. Triangular onguration Bn.
3.2 Triangular sphere Sm
The triangular sphere Sm, depited in Figure 2, is a triangulation of a 2-
dimensional sphere by m triangles. This triangulation exists for every even
m ≥ 4. We denote the triangles of Sm by Sm1 , . . . ,S
m
m
Fig. 2. Triangular sphere Sm.
3.3 Triangular tunnel T
The triangular tunnel T is depited in Figure 3.
Fig. 3. Triangular tunnel T .
In partiular, triangles {1, 2, 3} and {a, b, c} are not elements of T .
3.4 Joining triangles by tunnels
Let ∆ be a triangular onguration. Let t1 and t2 ∈ ∆ be two disjoint triangles
of ∆. The join of t1 and t2 in ∆ is the triangular onguration ∆
′
dened as
follows. Let T be a triangular tunnel as in Figure 3. Let t11, t
2
1, t
3
1 and t
1
2, t
2
2, t
3
2
be edges of t1 and t2, respetively. We relabel edges of T suh that {a, b, c} =
{t11, t
2
1, t
3
1} and {1, 2, 3} = {t
1
2, t
2
2, t
3
2}. Then ∆
′
is dened to be ∆ ∪ T .
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3.5 Constrution
Let C be a binary ode of length n and dimension d. Let B = {b1, . . . , bd} be
a basis of C. We onstrut its triangular representation ∆CB as follows.
Fig. 4. ∆Cbi represents a basis vetor (1, 0, . . . , 1, 0) of C.
For every basis vetor bi we onstrut a triangular onguration ∆
C
bi
.
Fig. 5. An example of triangular representation ∆CB of C.
Triangular onguration ∆Cbi is obtained from B
n ∪ Sm, where m is even and
m ≥ n, m ≥ 4. Let J i be the set of indies of nonzero entries of bi. For eah
j ∈ J i we join triangle Smj of S
m
with triangle Bnj . Then, we remove triangle
Smj from S
m
. Finally, we remove triangles of Bn that are not joined with the
sphere. The example of ∆Cbi for bi = (1, 0, . . . , 1, 0) is depited in Figure 4.
Thus triangular onguration ∆Cbi ontains B
n
j if and only if j ∈ J
i
. We note
that
Proposition 2 |∆Cbi | − w(bi) is always even.
Triangular ongurations ∆Cbi , i = 1, . . . , d, share the triangles of B
n
and do
not share spheres Sm. Hene, A(∆Cbi) ∩ A(∆
C
bj
) ⊆ A(Bn) holds for i < j,
i, j ∈ {1, . . . , d}.
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Finally, triangular representation ∆CB of C is the union of ∆
C
bi
, i = 1, . . . , d.
An example of triangular representation ∆CB of C is depited in Figure 5.
Triangular representation ∆CB of C is balaned if there is an integer e suh that∣∣∣∆Cbi
∣∣∣− w(bi) = e for all i = 1, . . . , d. This e is denoted by e(∆CB).
Let c be a odeword of C. Let c =
∑2
i∈I
bi be the unique expression of c,
where bi ∈ B. The degree of c with respet to basis B is dened to be the
ardinality |I| of the index set. The degree is denoted by d(c).
We denote by ker∆CB the yle spae of the triangular onguration ∆
C
B We
dene linear mapping f : C 7→ ker∆CB in the following way: let c be a odeword
of C; let c =
∑2
i∈I
bi be the unique expression of c, where bi ∈ B. We dene
f(c) := χ(△i∈I∆
C
bi
). Hene, the entries of f(c) are indexed by the triangles of
∆CB. We have f(c)
Bn
j = 1 if and only if △i∈I∆
C
bi
ontains triangle Bnj .
Proposition 3 Denote
∣∣∣△i∈I∆Cbi
∣∣∣ by m. Let c = (c1, . . . , cn) and
f(c) =
(
f(c)B
n
1 , . . . , f(c)B
n
n , f(c)n+1, . . . , f(c)m
)
.
Then, f(c)B
n
j = cj for all j = 1, . . . , n and all c ∈ C.
PROOF. We show the proposition by indution on the degree d(c) of c.
Codeword c is equal to
∑2
i∈I
bi.
If d(c) = 0, then c = 0 and f(c) = 0 is the inidene vetor of the empty
triangular onguration. So, the proposition holds for vetors of degree 0.
If d(c) is greater than 0, then |I| ≥ 1. We hoose some k from I. Codeword
c+2 bk has degree less than c. By indution assumption, the proposition holds
for c+2 bk. Let bk = (b
1
k, . . . , b
n
k).
From the denition of ∆Cbk , b
j
k = χ(∆
C
bk
)B
n
j
for all j = 1, . . . , n.
Therefore,
cj = (cj +2 bjk) +
2 bjk = χ(△i∈I\{k}∆
C
bi
)B
n
j +2 χ(∆Cbk)
Bn
j = f(c)B
n
j
for all j = 1, . . . , n. ✷
Corollary 4 Mapping f is injetive.
Lemma 5 Every non-empty yle of ∆CB ontains ∆
C
bi
− Bn as a subongu-
ration for some i ∈ {1, . . . , d}.
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PROOF. Every yle of ∆CB ontains either all triangles or no triangle of
∆Cbi − B
n
, sine ∆Cbi ∩∆
C
bj
⊆ Bn for all distint i, j ∈ {1, . . . , d}.
Bn does not ontain non-empty yles, sine the triangles of Bn are disjoint.
Therefore, every non-empty yle ontains a triangle of ∆Cbi − B
n
for some
i ∈ {1, . . . , d}. Hene, every non-empty yle ontains ∆Cbi − B
n
. ✷
Theorem 6 Let C be a binary ode. Let ∆CB be its triangular representation
with respet to a basis B. Mapping f dened above is a bijetion of the bi-
nary linear odes C and ker∆CB whih maps minimal odewords to minimal
odewords.
PROOF. By Corollary 4, f is injetive.
It remains to be proven that dim C = dimker∆CB.
Suppose on the ontrary that some odeword of ker∆CB is not in the span of
{f(b1), . . . , f(bd)}. Let c be suh a odeword with the minimal possible weight
w(c). Let K be a yle of ∆CB suh that χ(K) = c.
By Lemma 5, yle K ontains ∆Cbi − B
n
for some i ∈ {1, . . . , d}. Sine∣∣∣∆Cbi −Bn
∣∣∣ > |Bn|,
∣∣∣K △∆Cbi
∣∣∣ < |K|. Therefore, w(c) > w(χ(K △∆Cbi)). This
is a ontradition.
Finally we show that f maps minimal odewords to minimal odewords. Let
d be a minimal odeword. Suppose on the ontrary that f(d) is not a minimal
odeword of ker∆CB. Then for some odeword c, f(c) ≺ f(d). However, c
i =
f(c)i = 1 implies that di = f(d)i = 1, so c ≺ d. This ontradits the minimality
of d. ✷
Let t be a triangle of a triangular onguration ∆. A subdivision of triangle
t is a triangular onguration obtained from ∆ by exhanging triangle t is
replaed by triangles t1, t2, t3 in the way depited in Figure 6.
Fig. 6. Triangle subdivision
Proposition 7 Every binary ode C of length n and dimension d has a bal-
aned triangular representation ∆CB suh that e(∆
C
B) > n, where B is an arbi-
trary basis for C.
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PROOF. Let ∆CB be an arbitrary triangular representation of C with respet
to a basis B = {b1, . . . , bd}. We denote by ki the number
∣∣∣∆Cbi
∣∣∣− w(bi). Every
ki is even by Proposition 2. Let n
′
be the smallest even number greater than
n. Let k := max {n′, ki|i = 1, . . . , d}.
For eah i ∈ {1, . . . , d} suh that ki 6= k, the following step is applied. We
hoose a triangle t from ∆Cbi −B
n
and subdivide t. The number ki is inreased
by 2. If ki still does not equal to k, then we repeat this step.
After this proedure, ∆CB is balaned and e(∆
C
B) > n. ✷
Proposition 8 Let C be an even binary linear ode. Let ∆CB be its balaned
triangular representation with respet to a basis B. Then w(f(c)) = w(c) +
d(c)e(∆CB) for every odeword c ∈ C.
PROOF. Write c as
∑2
i∈I
bi, where bi ∈ B. Then f(c) = χ(△i∈I∆
C
bi
). Now,
△i∈I∆
C
bi
ontains all triangles of ∆Cbi − B
n
for all i ∈ I. The number of these
triangles is d(c)e(∆CB), sine
∣∣∣∆Cbi − Bn
∣∣∣ = e(∆CB) and |I| = d(c).
By Proposition 3, △i∈I∆
C
bi
ontains triangle Bnk if and only if ck = 1. The
number of these triangles is w(c).
Therefore, w(f(c)) = w(c) + d(c)e(∆CB). ✷
4 Weight enumerator
In this setion, we state the onnetion between the weight enumerator of
a ode and the weight enumerator of its triangular representation. This will
provide a proof of Theorem 1.
We dene the extended weight enumerator (with respet to a xed basis) by
W kC (x) :=
∑
c∈C
d(c)=k
xw(c).
If ode C has dimension d, then
WC(x) =
d∑
k=0
W kC (x).
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Proposition 9 Let C be a binary ode and let ∆CB be its balaned triangular
representation ∆CB with respet to the xed basis B. Then
W kker∆C
B
(x) = W kC (x)x
ke(∆C
B
).
PROOF. Let f be the mapping dened in Setion 3. For every odeword c of
degree k of C there is odeword f(c) of degree k of ker∆CB. By Proposition 8,
w(f(c)) = w(c) + ke(∆CB).
Therefore,
W kker∆C
B
(x) =
∑
f(c)∈ker∆C
B
d(f(c))=k
xw(f(c)) =
∑
c∈C
d(c)=k
xw(c)+ke(∆
C
B
) = W kC (x)x
ke(∆C
B
). ✷
Proposition 10 Let C be a binary ode of length n. Let ∆CB be a balaned
triangular representation of C. The inequality ke(∆CB) ≤ w(c) ≤ ke(∆
C
B) + n
holds for every odeword c of degree k of ker∆CB.
PROOF. By Proposition 8, w(c) = w(f−1(c))+ke(∆CB). Sine 0 ≤ w(f
−1(c)) ≤
n holds for every c ∈ ker∆CB, ke(∆
C
B) ≤ w(c) ≤ ke(∆
C
B) + n. ✷
Corollary 11 Let C be a binary ode of dimension d and length n. Let ∆CB be
a balaned triangular representation of C suh that n < e(∆CB). Denote e(∆
C
B)
by e. If
∑de+n
i=0 aix
i
is the weight enumerator of ker∆CB, then
W kker∆C
B
(x) =
ke+n∑
i=ke
aix
i.
PROOF. By Proposition 10, w(c) ≤ (k − 1)e + n holds for all odewords
c ∈ ker∆CB of degree less than k. Sine n < e, w(c) ≤ ke− e+ n < ke.
By Proposition 10, (j + 1)e ≤ w(c) holds for all odewords c ∈ ker∆CB of
degree greater than k. Sine n < e, ke + e < ke+ n ≤ w(c).
Hene, enumeratorW k
ker∆C
B
(x) is the sum over all odewords of weight between
ke and ke + n. ✷
Theorem 12 Let C be a binary ode of dimension d and length n. Let ∆CB be
a balaned triangular representation of C suh that n < e(∆CB). Denote e(∆
C
B)
by e. If
∑de+n
i=0 aix
i
is the weight polynomial of ker∆CB, then
WC(x) =
de+n∑
i=0
aix
i mod e.
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PROOF. w(c) ≤ n for every odeword c ∈ C.
Let f be the mapping dened in Setion 3. By Proposition 8, w(f(c)) =
w(c) + d(c)e for every odeword c of C. Sine n < e,
w(f(c)) mod e = (w(c) + d(c)e) mod e = w(c).
Hene,
WC(x) =
de+n∑
i=0
aix
i mod e. ✷
Finally, we prove Theorem 1.
PROOF of Theorem 1. Let C be a linear binary ode of length n. By
Proposition 7, we an onstrut a balaned triangular representation ∆ of C
suh that e(∆) > n.
Denote e(∆) by e. Let W∆(x) =
∑de+n
i=0 aix
i
be the weight enumerator of ∆.
Hene,
WC(x) =
de+n∑
i=0
aix
i mod e. ✷
5 Mathing
In this setion we redue omputation of the weight enumerator of the even
subongurations to omputation of the weight enumerator of the perfet
mathings.
Let ∆ be a triangular onguration. A mathing of ∆ is a subongurationM
of ∆ suh that t1∩t2 does not ontain an edge for every distint t1, t2 ∈ T (M).
Let ∆ be a triangular onguration. Let M be a mathing of ∆. Then the
defet of M is the set E(T ) \E(M). We denote mathing with this defet by
ME(T )\E(M).
The perfet mathing of ∆ is a mathing with empty defet. We denote the
set of all perfet mathings of ∆ by P(∆).
The weight enumerator of perfet mathings in ∆ is dened to be P∆(x) =∑
P∈P(∆) x
w(P )
, where w(P ) :=
∑
t∈P wt.
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5.1 Triangular onguration P
Fig. 7. Triangular onguration P
The triangular onguration P is depited in Figure 7.
Proposition 13 Triangular onguration P has exatly two perfet math-
ings {t1, t3, t5, t7}, {t2, t4, t6, t8}.
5.2 Closed triangular tunnel T
Fig. 8. Closed triangular tunnel T .
Closed triangular tunnel T is depited in Figure 8. We all triangles {a, b, c} =
t2 and {1, 2, 3} = t1 ending triangles.
Proposition 14 Closed triangular tunnel T has two perfet mathings MTt1 =
{t1, s4, s5, s6}, M
T
t2
= {t2, s1, s2, s3}.
5.3 Triangular onguration Epq
The mathing triangular edge is triangular onguration whih is obtained
from triangular onguration P and two losed triangular tunnels T in the
following way: Let T1 and T2 be losed triangular tunnels and let t
T1
1 , p
T1
and
tT21 , q
T2
be ending triangle of T1 and T2, respetively. We identify t
T1
1 with t
P
1
and tT21 with t
P
3 . Then Epq is dened to be T1△P△T2. Triangular onguration
Epq is depited in Figure 9.
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Proposition 15 Mathing triangular edge has two perfet mathings denoted
by N1pq and N
0
pq.
PROOF. There are two mathings. First mathing is N0pq := M
T1
t1 ∪M
T2
t1 ∪
{tP5 , t
P
7 }. Seond mathing is N
1
pq := M
T1
p ∪M
T2
q ∪ {t
P
2 , t
P
4 , t
P
6 , t
P
8 }.
Any perfet mathing of Epq has to ontain {t
P
5 , t
P
7 } or {t
P
2 , t
P
4 , t
P
6 , t
P
8 }. This
determines remaining triangles in a perfet mathing. Hene, there are just
two perfet mathings. ✷
Fig. 9. Mathing triangular edge
We denote the mathing N1pq by M
1
pq and the mathing N
0
pq \ p, q by M
0
pq.
5.4 Triangular onguration Tpqr
The mathing triangular triangle is triangular onguration whih is obtained
from triangular onguration P and three losed triangular tunnels T in the
following way:
Let T1, T2 and T3 be losed triangular tunnels and let t
T1
1 , p
T1
, tT21 , q
T2
and
tT31 , r
T3
be ending triangle of T1, T2 and T3, respetively. We identify t
T1
1 with
tP1 , t
T2
1 with t
P
3 and t
T3
1 with t
P
5 . Then Tpqr is dened to be T1△ P △ T2 △ T3.
Triangular onguration Tpqr is depited in Figure 10.
Proposition 16 Mathing triangular triangle has two perfet mathings de-
noted by N1pqr and N
0
pqr.
PROOF. There are two mathings. First mathing is N0pqr := M
T1
t1 ∪M
T2
t1 ∪
MT3t1 ∪ {t
P
7 }. Seond mathing is N
1
pqr :=M
T1
p ∪M
T2
q ∪M
T3
r ∪ {t
P
2 , t
P
4 , t
P
6 , t
P
8 }.
Any perfet mathing of Tpqr has to ontain {t
P
5 , t
P
7 } or {t
P
2 , t
P
4 , t
P
6 , t
P
8 }. This
determines remaining triangles in a perfet mathing. Hene, there are just
two perfet mathings. ✷
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We denote the mathing N1pqr by M
1
pqr and the mathing N
0
pqr \p, q, r by M
0
pqr.
Fig. 10. Mathing triangle
5.5 Triangular onguration Ct1t2...tn
This part of redution is analogous to the redution for graphs desribed in
Galluio et al [3℄. Let tC1 , t
′
1 be empty disjoint triangles. Let t
C
2 , . . . , t
C
n , t
′
2, . . . , t
′
n
be disjoint triangles. Then Ct1t2...tn is dened to be (△
n
i=1ti) △ (△
n
i=1t
′
i) △(
△ni=1Etit′i
)
△
(
△ni=2Etit′i−1
)
△
(
△n−1i=1 Et′it′i+1
)
. The onguration is depited in
Figure 11.
Fig. 11. Triangular onguration Ct1t2...tn
Proposition 17 Let M IC denote perfet mathing ontaining triangles ti, i ∈
I. Then there exists exatly one perfet mathing M IC of Ct1t2...tn if and only
if |I| is even.
PROOF. We onstrut mathing by the following algorithm.
In the rst step. If t1 ∈ I then M := M
1
t1t′1
else M := M0t1t′1
. We say that rst
step is even if t′1 is overed otherwise odd. (rst step is even if and only if
t1 /∈ I).
In the i-th step.
• If t′i is overed by M and ti+1 /∈ I then M := M ∪M
0
t′
i
ti+1
.
• If t′i is overed byM and ti+1 ∈ I thenM :=M∪M
0
t′
i
ti+1
∪M0t′
i
t′
i+1
∪M1ti+1t′i+1
.
• If ti is not overed by M and ti+1 /∈ I then M :=M ∪M
0
t′
i
ti+1
∪M1t′
i
t′
i+1
.
• If t′i is not overed by M and ti+1 ∈ I then M :=M ∪M
1
t′
i
ti+1
.
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The i-th step is even if ti is overed. From denition of i-th step follows that
parity of step hanges if ti+1 ∈ I.
Hene, the algorithm sued in onstrution of perfet mathing if and only if
|I| is even. ✷
5.6 Redution
Let ∆ be a triangular onguration. We onstrut triangular onguration
∆′ suh that every even subonguration of ∆ uniqually oresponds to one
perfet mathing of ∆′ and a natural weight-preserving bijetion between the
set of the even subonguration of ∆ and the set of the perfet mathings of
∆′.
We put into∆′ empty disjoint triangles te for every tuple (t, e) where e ∈ E(∆)
and t ∈ T (∆).
We add to ∆′ mathing triangle Ttatbtc for every triangle t ∈ T (∆), where
a, b, c are edges of t. We assign weight w(t) := 1 to one triangle in mathing
M1t and weight 0 otherwise.
We add to ∆′ triangular onguration Ct1e...tne for every edge e ∈ E(∆) where
t1e, . . . , t
n
e are triangles inident with e in ∆. We assign weight wt := 0 to all
triangles of Ct1e...tne .
Theorem 18 Let ∆ be a triangular onguration and ∆′ be mathing redu-
tion of ∆. Let C be an even subonguration of ∆. Then there exists exatly
one perfet mathing MC in ∆
′
. In ∆′ are not any others perfet mathings.
PROOF. Let C be an even subonguration of ∆. We onstrut perfet
mathings MC in ∆
′
.
We denote mathingsM1tatbtc andM
0
tatbtc
of Ttatbtc byM
1
t andM
0
t , respetively.
We denote the set {i|e ∈ T (ti), ti ∈ C} by Ie.
MC := {M
1
t |t ∈ C} ∪ {M
0
t |t /∈ C, t ∈ T (∆)} ∪ {M
Ie
e |e ∈ E(∆)}.
Mathing MC is perfet.
We show that there is no other mathing. Every mathing triangle Tt has to
be overed by M1t or M
0
t . Thus Ce has to be overed by M
I
e for some even I.
So every perfet mathing in ∆′ denes even subset in ∆. ✷
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Proposition 19 Let ∆ be a triangular onguration. Let ∆′ be its mathing
representation. Let C be an even subonguration and MC be oresponding
perfet mathing then |C| = w(MC).
PROOF.
w(MC) =
∑
t∈C
w(M1t ) +
∑
t/∈C,t∈T (∆)
w(M0t ) +
∑
e∈E(∆)
w(M{i|e∈T (ti),ti∈C}e )
=
∑
t∈C
1 +
∑
t/∈C,t∈T (∆)
0 +
∑
e∈E(∆)
0
= |C|
✷
The following theorem is a onsequene.
Theorem 20 Let ∆ be a triangular onguration. Let ∆′ be its mathing
representation. Then W∆(x) = P∆′(x).
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